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THERE IS A
DIFFERENCE.
EVERY HOME DESERVES LUXURY WATERPROOF FLOORING.
No more crying over spilt milk. Trust the durability of a Stone Polymer Composite Core and the 100% waterproof attributes that
wipe away any concerns. Backed with an attached IXPE acoustic pad, all footsteps will be softened. Get lost in an array of modern
plank and tile decors that will suit any keen eye. Feel comfort in knowing that Difference is backed by a 25-year limited residential
warranty and a 10-year limited light commercial warranty.

LEARN MORE

REFLECTS THE SUN
AND YOUR SENSE
OF STYLE.
TREX TRANSCEND®
LINEAGE, KEEPS ITS COOL
EVEN WHEN IT’S HOT.

• Engineered to keep your deck cooler, even on the hottest days
• Tranquil tones that stand up to the elements
• Unyielding shell protection: fade, stain, scratch and mold-resistant
• Made of 95% recycled materials in the USA
• Backed by 25-Year Limited Residential and Fade & Stain warranties

LEARN MORE
BISCAYNE

CONTACT US

RAINIER

Trex Transcend® decking and Trex® Fascia are wood thermoplastic composite lumber (WTCL) boards with an integrated shell that
covers the boards on the top surface and sides. The integrated shell consists of a proprietary surface formulation that produces a
natural, woodgrain pattern finish, mimicking the real thing. An alternative to naturally durable hardwood lumber, Transcend Decking
and Fascia are ICC-ES SAVE-certified to be a minimum of 95.4% recycled content by weight.

DuPont XPS - insulation

Content courtesy of DuPont

COMMITMENT
TO LOW CARBON
INSULATION
DuPont Performance Building Solutions has published an Embodied Carbon/LCA Optimization Assessment for its Styrofoam™
Brand ST-100 Series extruded polystyrene foam insulations. The optimization assessment validates that DuPont’s low-global
warming potential (GWP) product has achieved reduced Embodied Carbon by declaring a 20%+ reduction in GWP. The
optimization assessment also reports 5%+ reduction in two additional impact categories, relative to baseline. The assessment was
conducted by WAP Sustainability and compares the related EPDs for the Styrofoam™ Brand XPS products.

READ MORE

taiganow.com it’s time to get connected
ORDER
YOUR BUILDING
PRODUCTS
FROM YOUR OFFICE.
WHEREVER
OR WHATEVER
THAT OFFICE IS.

Look for our booth at your next tradeshow.
If you haven’t already,
click to view our anytime, anywhere
TaigaNow explainer video.

TaigaNow is nationwide; Canada, you are no longer
bound to the traditional thinking of the past. Your office
is now wherever you are, even between two very large
coasts and two different languages.
Welcome to the first all-inclusive B2B ordering system
that puts our warehouse at your fingertips 24/7.
Literally your laptop, tablet or mobile now becomes
your ordering window into our big wonderful world.

ANYTIME. ANYWHERE.

SIGN UP & ORDER TODAY
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This most common of North American superstitions originates from early African-American folk spirituality. A rabbit’s foot was deemed lucky because of a rabbit’s reproductive habits,
so carrying a foot was thought to help with fertility. Thus you’ll see many a rabbit’s foot hanging from a family’s minivan mirror.
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Folk traditions assign a different attribute to each leaf of a 4 leaf clover, the first: hope, second: faith, third: love, fourth: luck. But since we’re dealing with luck let’s go straight to Adam’s, Eve. While they
certainly didn’t have much luck themselves, it was said that Eve, on her way out, picked a 4 leaf clover to remind her of the Paradise lost. So, anyone lucky enough to find a 4 leaf clover consequently
has a piece of the blessed Paradise.

As Scandinavian tradition would have it, nothing bad can happen to someone laughing. Because ‘Good Luck Trolls’
were so ugly you couldn’t help but laugh, and when you laugh luck follows you.

BUS

Some say horseshoes are lucky because they were historically made of iron, which dispelled mischievous fairies. Or as legend has it, Saint Dunstan, a blacksmith, nailed a horseshoe to the devil’s
foot, and received a guarantee that Lucifer would avoid any home with a horseshoe on the door. Of course we choose to believe a horseshoe is just a shoe for a horse, and you make your own luck.

Since 1973, we have been supplying Canadian retailers with the building products they need to keep their customers building with
quality products. With premium facilities across Canada and in parts of the USA we have been able to bring the latest in technology
to the forefront of our products and delivery systems. Ever expanding our product lines, we have been able to fulfill the orders and
requests of a Nation. Our commitment to fair pricing, on time delivery, and quality products have us standing behind the philosophy,
“Whatever it takes.”
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Our philosophy has always been; You need dedication and hard work, not luck. Innovation, from
product to distribution, makes us leaders in the category. Whatever it takes.
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For almost 50 years we’ve held the belief that you should trust us with your orders and not rely on
luck to get what you need when you need it. So get rid of your lucky bingo troll, horseshoe, 4 leaf
clover, and rabbit’s foot. You just don’t need them when you have Taiga.

You need dedication and hard work, not luck. Innovation, from product
to distribution, makes us leaders in the category. Whatever it takes.
taigabuilding.com

Okay, as luck would have it, all our hard work paid off when our
‘You don’t need luck’ video captured a prestigious Telly Award.
Yah, we’re pretty proud that we could tell that story in an entertaining fashion.

taiga connect

CONNECT
WITH US
IN YOUR
REGION

Missed a Taiga newsletter? You can find it here!
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